A place for children on the autism spectrum to learn, to grow and to belong
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OUR MISSION

The LearningSpring School for children on the autism spectrum in grades K-8 is committed to advance the social, developmental and academic growth of its students through pioneering educational and therapeutic strategies in order to prepare each child to participate in the wider community.

OUR VISION

LearningSpring challenges its students with an academic curriculum consistent with New York State Common Core Learning Standards.

LearningSpring engages its students with an innovative social skills curriculum based on current research and best practices.

LearningSpring recognizes and nurtures each student’s unique gifts and talents.

LearningSpring is a place where students learn in small cooperative groups facilitated by highly qualified and motivated teachers and therapists.

LearningSpring uses a multi-disciplinary approach to address the particular social, organizational, emotional, sensory, motor, pragmatic language and academic needs and goals of each individual.

LearningSpring will continue to collaborate with research institutions to develop optimal programs and share this information.

LearningSpring builds a working partnership with families as an integral part of the school program.

LearningSpring offers a supportive and eco-friendly environment that helps students grow into inquisitive and socially engaged individuals.
games
FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD

Dear LSS Community,

I’m delighted to tell you that we’ve had another wonderful and successful year at LSS. We reached many new milestones. Our community integrated program, in cooperation with neighborhood schools, was expanded to include all of our students. This program, which operates during the school day and after school, is a unique and purposeful one for our students and for our partnering schools, as well.

In 2012, the Board adopted a strategic plan and I’m pleased to report that one of our first steps in implementing the plan was to establish an Alumni Program. The goal of this program is to provide our alumni and their families with a variety of opportunities to stay connected with LSS and with each other. For example, this past summer, we launched a summer intern program for alumni to work with staff during our summer school program. Staff, students and alumni all benefitted from this special program.

LSS is fortunate to have extraordinary faculty, administration, parents and, of course, students. Our classrooms, offices and hallways are filled with their positive energy, enthusiasm and sense of purpose. It is all made possible by your generosity to LearningSpring. I am happy to announce that our annual gala, “LearningSpring Blooms,” raised more than $300,000 in gross revenue and 100% of our parent body and Board of Trustees supported the school. Thank you to everyone for your gifts, large and small. It is your acts of commitment, service and generosity to LearningSpring that make it possible to provide the very best educational environment for our students.

LSS has made steady strides over the past 12 years to become an enduring institution dedicated to meeting the needs of our special community for years to come. For this, we are very proud.

Sincerely,

Linda Gelfond
Board President
FROM THE HEAD OF THE SCHOOL

Dear LearningSpring Community,

Thank you for your hard work and commitment this past year. As LearningSpring School enters its 13th year, my thanks to all who have given so much of themselves. Our trustees have continued to provide guidance and support; our parent body has assisted with our many community events and school programs; our staff has given its all to fulfilling our mission; and our friends and supporters have helped us provide the best multi-curriculum education and environment for our students.

This past school year has been a year of “firsts.” For the first time, we now offer physical therapy to our students. We expanded our community programs with neighboring schools, so now all of our students have the opportunity to interact with students from PS 40, The Salk Middle School of Science and Friends Seminary. This year we also expanded our after-school program with students from the community. In the spirit of our growing community, we established our first Grandparents and Special Friends Day to welcome extended family into our students’ daily activities.

In support of our programs, we’ve received some impressive grants this year. Our Alumni Association began with an investment by The Michael Gordon Foundation. The Social Skills program received support from New York Collaborates for Autism. The Arts program continues to grow and evolve because of The Morris and Alma Schapiro Fund. Goldman Sachs supported our much loved Field Day program with employee volunteers and grant funds.

Again, my thanks to all of our contributors this year. On behalf of the students and staff, please know that we are tremendously grateful for your loyal support and continued generosity. I am delighted that you share in our belief that LearningSpring makes a positive and lasting difference in the lives of our students.

With sincerest appreciation,

Margaret Poggi
Head of School
FROM THE PARENT ASSOCIATION

Dear LearningSpring Families and Friends,

Thank you for your generosity and support which has directly benefitted our children. As PA Co-Chairs, we worked closely with the school and the parent body this year to strengthen the home/school connection. At our coffee chats and various social events, we welcomed 23 new students and their families. Our extended families joined our students during Autism Awareness Month and at LSS’s first Grandparents and Special Friends Day. More than 100 alumni, students, staff and parents attended our parent sponsored camping weekend at Camp Waywayanda State Park. In record numbers this year, our parents volunteered so much of their time to plan, organize and enjoy many fundraising, community and school events.

We are excited to share the news that we reached 100% parent participation in our Annual Fund for the fourth year in a row! That is not the only accomplishment we contributed to this year. The Spring Benefit, “LearningSpring Blooms,” led by our parent-volunteer Spring Benefit and Auction committees, achieved record-breaking success in attendance and amount raised. Our End of Year Party, attended by current and new parents and staff, raised more than $9,000 - another success!

On behalf of our children and ourselves, we thank you for your time and loyalty to LSS and our families.

Sincerely,

Greg Ng               Natasha Hernandez               Sally Ann Jacobs
COMMUNICATIONS CAMPAIGN

After a successful launch of our Communications Campaign in Spring 2012, LearningSpring School continues to partner with socially responsible companies in cause-related marketing. Continuing our goal to grow community support and visibility, we have succeeded in receiving both financial and program support. Companies have contributed more than $4,500 to this campaign and brought awareness of our school to their customer base, as well as given LSS in-kind donations. Some partners have also provided our students with on-premise tours of their businesses. LSS remains committed to strengthening our relationships with our partners.

Our 2012-2013 partnering companies are:

BERMUDA LIMOUSINE INTERNATIONAL
BOSSY FROG PRODUCTIONS LLC
J. HILBURN
PACIFICANA RESTAURANT
PETTICOAT LANE
PINKBERRY *GRAMERCY PARK
ROBIN ROSENBERG
SUNBURST CAFÉ
TD BANK
UNO CHICAGO GRILL *NYC LOCATIONS
THANK YOU

As the 2012-2013 academic year drew to a close, LearningSpring School received extraordinary news. Through an accelerated gift from Marilyn and Jim Simons, LSS became the new owners of the school building and property. This transformative gift will ensure that LearningSpring School will provide an exceptional learning environment for our students for years to come.

Our students, families, staff, volunteers and extended community express our deepest gratitude to Marilyn and Jim for their vision, generosity and investment in the future of our school.
LearningSpring School is a New York State approved non-public school that receives funding by way of the New York City Department of Education (NYCDOE). LSS is also awarded an additional federal grant from The Individual with Disabilities Educational Act (IDEA) which helps supplement the cost of programs not covered by the NYCDOE.

After combining funds from the NYCDOE and IDEA, a financial gap remains which does not cover the full cost of LSS’s educational program. This gap is made up through the generous contributions of our supporters through several fundraising campaigns.

*In addition, LearningSpring School received $42,100,000 of in-kind contributions and $3,220,000 in a multi-year pledge. Included in the in-kind contributions is the donation of the building, built specifically for the needs of LSS students.

*In addition, LearningSpring School recorded $1,500,000 of expenses related to in-kind contributions of rent.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

The 2012-2013 school year was a remarkable year for our students. Creativity, imagination and critical-thinking skills were developed and strengthened through LSS’s dual academic and social skills curriculum.

Our students researched, performed experiments and presented their final projects at our annual Science Fair.

From learning ergonomically correct seating positions to learning how to type, our students explored the use and benefits of the computer and the internet each week in Technology Class.

For their monthly literacy projects, each student selected a book to read and prepared presentations to give to their fellow classmates.
Since 2008, our **Community Integrated** program has brought our students together with students attending nearby mainstream schools. Our RDI® consultant provides training to teachers and students from the community schools to support them in understanding our students’ special needs. This past year, we expanded the program to include all of our students. A group of students from PS 40, who were selected by their teachers, participated in a sharing circle that engaged in relationship building and teamwork activities. Following the sharing time, the students reflected on their activities using pictures and descriptions. Due to the success of this program, many PS 40 students have selected it to be their school elective and now volunteer in our Integrated After-School program.

Our youngest classes had facilitated playtime with first, second and third grade classes from Friends Seminary. Students engaged in activities that strengthened feelings of competence which initiated spontaneous play.

We also continued with our Girls group and Boys group which fostered bonding and connecting opportunities. Students from SALK Middle School met with our students to socialize, play games and sports, work on projects and share their common interests. The students made lasting friendships with their peers.

LearningSpring is at the forefront of providing integrated play groups and peer-buddy relationships. We look forward to continuing this exciting program for years to come.
STUDENT SUCCESS

Each year the NYC Comptroller recognizes commendable students for their academic and civic achievements. Out of 16 graduates this year, LearningSpring School student Cameron Feliciano ‘13 received the 2012-13 New York City Comptroller Achievement Award. Cameron was recognized at our graduation ceremony for showing leadership amongst his peers. He consistently set a good example for others to follow, worked hard and excelled academically.

*Photo by Sam Hall Photography
2012-2013 marked the implementation of an **Alumni Association Program**. With the assistance of a part-time Alumni Association Coordinator, the program has been structured to fit the needs of our community. A meeting with alumni families was held to discuss the best methods of communication among parents and between parents and the school, as well as possible social events plus present and future concerns for their children. An informational database has been developed and an alumni section on the school website is in place.

An alumni summer volunteer program was introduced for graduates to perform jobs such as Classroom Recreation Assistant, Adaptive Physical Education Assistant and Facilities Assistant. We hope to maintain ties between the alumni and staff as well as offer alumni the opportunity to socialize with each other again. A short-term goal of this summer volunteer program is to extend to an alum the chance to mentor future graduating students.

The **Alumni Association Program** strives to facilitate communication among families so they can share their personal experiences and knowledge with each other. Perennial LSS fundraising events such as the Achilles International Hope and Possibility Race and the PA-sponsored camping weekend extends to our alumni families as additional opportunities to keep connected with the LSS community. Through annual events such as the Halloween party, LearningSpring has always worked to maintain and strengthen ties with our alumni and their families.

*Photo by Sam Hall Photography*
ANNUAL FUND

TWIG COMMUNITY ($15,000+)

Linda R. Gelfond *
Stephen and Sandy Perlbinder *
Marilyn and Jim Simons *

BRANCH SPONSOR ($10,000+)

Marisela and Cary Staller *
James Snyder and Esme Usdan **

TRUNK PATRON ($5,000+)

Shari Freifeld ~
Michael Weinberger and Cecily Chester #
Deedee and Michael Wigler
Stuart and Denise Zwerling ~*
The Casa Luca Foundation

ROOT BENEFACCTOR ($2,500+)

AIG Matching Grants Program
Kraig and Jennifer DeMatteis ~
Steven Libenson and Elaine Divelbliss ~
Michael and Susan Moss ~
Sprint Foundation
Erwin and Freddi Staller
Luca and Nadia Tesconi ~

SAPLING SUPPORTER ($1,000+)

Hilda Aronson and Emma Bokman x
Alan Belzer
Neal Chesley and Laura Beitia ~
William and Suzanne D’Emeric ~
Erika and Todd Drezner ~
Stephen Dupont and Kaaren Sorensen ~
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gutenstein
Andrew and Maeve Gyenes
Sally Ann Jacobs and Joel Quall ~
Jeremy A. Katz and Loren Edelson ~
Vernon and Sue Kelso x
Charles and Mary Krause ++

Arnold and Linda Levine **
Carmen and Ivan Lorenzana ~
Daniel and Helen McCleary ~
Vladimir and Victoria Merkovich ~
Gregory Ng and Mei Chu ~
Robbin and Karen Park ~
James Phillips, Esq. ~
Raymond P. Ginther and Marie M. Ginther Charitable Fund
Neil Rosenhouse and Elana Bluestine ~
John Snowden and Judith Newman ~
Samuel Stanley Jr., MD
The Drive for Rebecca, Inc.
Tracey Tiska ~
Scott and Sibel Weber ~
Richard and Linda Willett ~

SEEDLING FRIEND ($500+)

Michael Aitken and Angela Lane ~
Juan Arellano and Milagros Mendoza ~
Brenda and Charles J. Block
Michael and Sandra Castella x
Jimmy and Linda Ching ~
Jun Cui and Mika Saburi ~
Rufus Collins and Molly Hoagland ~
Patrick and Karen Delle Cava
Marc and Sherree Drezner x
Nelson and Petra Falcon ~
Harvey and Mary Felman
Robert and Trisha Gray ~
Jeff Guttenplan and Paula Silverman ~
Roy and Alma Hill ~
Matthew and Sarah Kahn ~
Kevin and Fanny Khowong ~
Jonathan Klein and Amy Schottenfels
Law Offices of Regina Skyer
Thomas and Christine Mascialino ~
Merck Partnership for Giving
Luis and Annette Montanez ~
Gary Newton and Delores Carey
Kim J. Pendergast and Joseph Lazaroff ~
John Petrulis and Shannon Hocking ~
Platt Byard Dovell White Architects, LLP
Lori Seto and Kyle Kelso ~
SEED CONTRIBUTOR (up to $499)

Niels Aaboe and Susan Raitt
Flora Abramowitz
Mike and Dena Abrams
Betty M. Adelson
Susan J. Andre and Brad Jones
Eleanor Andreone
Anonymous
Elaine Aponte and Peter Feliciano
Socrates Aquino and Susana Montes
Solomon and Jean Arbeiter
Wendy Banner and Geoffrey Wiener
Lauren Baum
Besu Salon and Day Spa
Kristina Bonhorst and David Walker
Box Tops for Education
Barbara and Richard Bracken
Barbara A. Brust
Robert and Shelley Burt
Tyrone and Jaime Canaday
Mr. Robert Caramanica
John Carey
John and MarySue Carey
Patrick and Valerie Carey
William and Grazia Carey
Dan and Danielle Carter
Richard and Sheila Cecil
Shelley and Edward Chan
Bruce Chilton and Jessica Steiner
Jeffrey and Andrea Cohen
Sybil F. Cohen
George and Pamela Collict
Linda Collins
Stephen and Nancie Cooper
Alex Cortez and Melinda Jones
MaryLu and R.P. Danna
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Del Bove
Margarita and Victor Delvalle
Kraig and Jennifer DeMatteis
Elizabeth and Dante DeSole
Jason Dictenberg
Tom and Roseanna DiLillo
Terry and Barbara Divelbliss
The Al and Peggy DeMatteis Family Foundation
Rhony and Denise Dostaly
Ann Dowd and Lawrence Arancio
Mark and Natalia Dunetz
Tom Dushaj
Corin Dzen
Eli Dzen
Noah Elliot and Family
Lisa Ellison
Chris Elshaw and Elise Benkard
Dorothy Farris Findlen
Shawn and Yolanda Featherstone
William Fenech
Mr. and Mrs. Al Filosa
Sondra Filosa
Francis Fletcher and Jane Fogtman
Steven and Barbara Fogtman
Gail Frank
Nelson and Petra Falcon
Harvey and Mary Felman
Robert and Trisha Gray
Jeff Guttenplan and Paula Silverman
Greg and Carol Hanna
William and Sharon Henri
Natasha Hernandez
Maureen Carey Hogan
David and Tracie Hornedo
Angel Hueca and Nina Ortiz
Integrity Consulting Group, LLC
Greg Jones
Lee Jones
Ronald Juste and Victoria Cromer
Patricia Kealey
Timothy Kealey
Karina and Larry Kelloggs
Kevin and Victoria Kennedy
David Kipin
Suzanne Knaster
Nancy Koenigsberg
Deidre Kolens
Michele Kule-Korgood, Esq.
Linda C. Lally
Joe and Nora Lane
Daniel Anthony Langone
Law Offices of Neal H. Rosenberg
Mon Lee and Hongmei Zhao
Ethel Levine
Ajay and Jessica Mallya
Maya Manley
Charles and Dawn Marullo
Lester Mattis and Rose B. Brown
Lasant and Domika Maye
Andy and Mugiko McCutcheon
Johnathan McDermott
Jack and Kay Miller
Dan and Michele Montanez
John Moore and Jacqueline Chachitz-Moore
Susan and Michael Morelli
Patrick Morris-Suzuki
Janice K. Murray
Michael and Cathy Nevins
Rodney W. Nichols
Rebecca Ochsenhaut
Norma Odintz
Eilat Ohlman
Elizabeth Ortiz
Pacifcana Restaurant
Jason and Iris Palmer
Hyun Wook Sean Park
Lisa and Joseph Patti
Linda Pelc
Marilyn Peter and Anton Werner
Mrs. Roger Phillips
Janine Pollack
Alice Quall
James Quall
Zoraida Quinones
Elizabeth Quint and Gilbert Hoover
Marie Rautenberg
Valerie Raymond, Ph.D
Steven and Paula Rice
Kim Richman and Stacey Cagan
Gabriel Rincon
Melinda Rincon
Alexandra Roman
Eulalia Roman

Deanne Romano
Jose and Zeneida Roque
Robin Rosenberg
Carne and Karmen Ross
Christopher Ryan
Diego Sanchez and Liliana Marin
Philip and Loma Sarrel
Dorothea Scaglione
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Schliessman
Bernard Schonherz
Gail Schrenell
Alan and Dara Sclar
William B. Seely and Nicole Dewey
Vivine Senior
Serco Supply Corporation
Russell and Marianne Seto
Susan and Joel Shapiro
Sierra Accessory Group, Inc.
Mardochee and Muriel Silin
Michael and Roselyn Silverberg
Cookie Silverman
Judith Smith
Michelle Sontarp
Salvatore Spada
Michael Spann
Joanna Sporay
Nicholas and Joanne Sturgeon
Sunburst Espresso Café
Francine Sussman
Christopher and Lori Swift
Rose T. Terrizzi
The Bailey Family
The Frangipane Family
The Mazzone Family
Edward and Elizabeth Thomas
Charles Tuttolomondo
United Way of Essex and West Hudson
MaryAnn Vanderventer
Denise and Paul Varrone
Eddie Vega
Warshaw Gramercy East, Inc.
Patricia A. Weisenfeld
Vicki and Russell Wenger
Carolyn Weston and Robert Teuscher
Darrell and Sarah Whitelaw
Lionel and Rosa Williams
Robert Zaragoza
KEY:
* Board Member
~ Current Parent/Family
x Current/Alumni Grandparent
+ Alumni Parent/Family
** Former Board Member

GRANTS
Goldman Sachs and Co.
The Michael Gordon Foundation, Inc.
The Morris and Alma Schapiro Fund
New York Collaborates for Autism
TRIBUTE GIFTS

In Honor of Jeremy Amodeo
Elizabeth Ortiz

In Honor of Ian Aquino
Jack and Kay Miller

In Honor of Marvin Chilton
Ethel Levine

In Honor of Adam Cohen for helping his nephew Ben
The Drive for Rebecca, Inc.

In Honor of Benjamin Cohen
Norma Odintz

In Honor of Jeffrey and Andrea Cohen
Sybil F. Cohen

In Honor of Mr. Mitch Crasson
Richard and Sheila Cecil

In Honor of Karen Danna
George and Pamela Collict
MaryLu and R.P. Danna

In Honor of Liam Lonergan D’Emic
William and Suzanne D’Emic

In Honor of Jagger DiLillo
John Carey
John and MarySue Carey
Patrick and Valerie Carey
William and Grazia Carey
Tom and Roseanna DiLillo
Galaxy Exterminating Corp
Harvey and Ellen Grodjesk
Maureen Carey Hogan
Daniel Anthony Langone
Gary Newton and Delores Carey
Dorothea Scaglione
Rose T. Terrizzi

In Honor of Sam Drezner
Nicholas and Joanne Sturgeon

In Honor of Sherree Drezner’s Birthday
Gail Schrenell

In Honor of Gabriel L. Falcon
Nelson and Petra Falcon

In Memory of Millie Feinstein
Carolyn Weston and Robert Teuscher

In Honor of William Fenech
Joseph Fenech

In Honor of Michael Franzese
Dominick and Vincenzina Franzese
Charles Tuttolomondo

In Honor of Sebastian Galvez
Diego Sanchez and Liliana Marin

In Honor of Ethan Gelfand
Dayna and Sean Gelfand
Deidre Kolens

In Honor of Aaron Giglio
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Giglio

In Honor of Gerald E. Growney
Lisa Ellison
Alice Gereghty

In Honor of Joaquin Hernandez and the Poplar Class
Natasha Hernandez

In Honor of Benjamin Jones
Greg Jones

In Honor of Sophia Kealey
Michael and Sandra Castella
Timothy and Patricia Kealey
TRIBUTE GIFTS continued

In Honor of Lain Kelloggs
Eulalia Roman

In Honor of Collin Kelso
Vernon and Sue Kelso
Russell and Marianne Seto

In Honor of Heather Kennedy
Kevin and Victoria Kennedy

In Honor of Milton B. Knaster
Suzanne Knaster

In Honor of Daniel Libenson and the Cypress Class
Terry and Barbara Divelbliss
Steven Libenson and Elaine Divelbliss

In Honor of Malinda Logan
Michael Spann

In Honor of Nicholas Mascialino
Barbara and Richard Bracken
Lisa and Joseph Patti
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Schliessman
The Frangipane Family

In Honor of Vincent Mazzone
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Del Bove

In Honor of Ana-Francisca Meneses
Niels Aaboe and Susan Raitt

In Honor of Max Moore
John Moore and Jacqueline Chachitz-Moore

In Honor of Annajean Morales
Linda Pelcin

In Honor of Matthew Morelli
Susan and Michael Morelli

In Honor of Ivan Moss
Michael and Susan Moss

In Honor of Janice Murray
Maya Manley

In Honor of Isaac Nevins
Michael and Cathy Nevins

In Memory of Nancy Nichols
Rodney W. Nichols

In Honor of Alice and James Quall
Mike and Dena Abrams

In Honor of Ryan Park
Robbin and Karen Park

In Honor of Sandy Perlinder
Lester Mattis and Rose B. Brown

In Honor of Kiri Phillips
Mrs. Roger Phillips

In Honor of Will Richman and the Magnolia Class
Kim Richman and Stacey Cagan
Bernard Schonherz

In Honor of Elijah Rincon
Gabriel Rincon
Melinda Rincon

In Honor of Sydney Sclar
Steven and Paula Rice

In Recognition of Alan Sclar
Deanne Romano

In Honor of Trace Seely
William B. Seely and Nicole Dewey
TRIBUTE GIFTS continued

In Honor of Marilyn and Jim Simons
Brenda and Charles J. Block
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gutenstein
Lester Mattis and Rose B. Brown "
Erwin and Freddi Staller
The Drive for Rebecca, Inc.

In Honor of the Steiner-Chilton Family
Flora Abramowitz

In Honor of Dimitri Swift
Cookie Silverman *

In Honor of Esme Usdan
Susan and Joel Shapiro +

In Honor of Nicholas Varrone
Denise and Paul Varrone ~

In Honor of Benjamin Vega
Eddie Vega ~

In Honor of Maddox Walker-Bonhorst
Kristina Bonhorst and David Walker ~

KEY:
* Board Member
~ Current Parent/Family
x Current/Alumni Grandparent
+ Alumni Parent/Family
** Former Board Member
SPRING BENEFIT

On March 12, 2013, nearly 300 LearningSpring families, friends and guests gathered at The Ritz-Carlton Battery Park to attend our largest fundraiser of the year. LSS honored Marilyn and Jim Simons for their generous support of pioneering research through the Simons Foundation Autism Research Initiative and their steadfast commitment to special education for children on the autism spectrum.

Thank you to everyone who attended and supported “LearningSpring Blooms.” LearningSpring is grateful to the following contributors.

SPONSORSHIPS

CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS, ORGANIZATIONS

Bermuda Limousine International
CEI-PEA
John L. Vorbach, Inc. Insurance Brokers
La Placa Cohen
Loeb, Block and Partners, LLP
Raymond P. Ginther and Marie M. Ginther Charitable Fund of the Community Foundation of New Jersey

INDIVIDUALS

Shirley and Jeff Cheeger
Craig and Deborah Cogut
Drs. Bobbi and Barry Coller
Drs. Gerry and Ruth Fischbach
Linda R. Gelfond
Joan Goodman and Keith Goldsmith
Jim and Judy Harpel
Michele Kule-Korgood, Esq.
Arnold and Linda Levine
Stephen and Sandy Perlinder
Neil and Lenore Sherman
Marilyn and Jim Simons
Laura and Harry Slatkin
James Snyder and Esme Usdan
Marisela and Cary Staller
Deedee and Michael Wigler
Richard and Linda Willett
FRIENDS AND SUPPORTERS

CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS, ORGANIZATIONS

A Gerber Corporation
Austin and Co. Inc.
Burger Fi International, LLC
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
hireVision Group, Inc
J.A.N. Creative Computer Solutions
Jay and Lloyd’s Kosher Deli
Law Office of Leonard J. Falcone
Law Offices of Neal H. Rosenberg
Loeb and Troper, LLC
MarSal Plumbing and Heating Inc.
Matthew 18:5 Foundation
Merlin Industries
Nelson Air Device Corporation
Quality House Wines
Stony Brook University
The Al and Peggy DeMatteis Family Foundation
The Laureine and David Greenbaum Family Foundation
The Lemberg Foundation
The Parkside School
Transperfect Translations
United Health Care
Village Playday, LLC
Warshaw Gramercy East, Inc.
Woodhull Medical Care

INDIVIDUALS

Niels Aaboe and Susan Raitt
Rick and Maria Adler
Michael Aitken and Angela Lane
Tami Amiri
Eleanor Andreone
Anonymous
Rosie Aponte
Socrates Aquino and Susana Montes
Carmen Arellano
Juan Arellano and Milagros Mendoza
Hilda Aronson and Emma Bokman
Mindy Ash

INDIVIDUALS continued

Richard Axel
Christine Baldwin
Ellen Banner
Wendy Banner and Geoffrey Wiener
Jim Bantis
Gina and Donald Barone
Lauren Baum
Daniel Bekele
Lawrence Bianco
Matthew and Susan Blank
Brenda and Charles J. Block
Kristina Bonhorst and David Walker
Barbara and Richard Bracken
Barbara and Michael Braunstein
Vanessa Brennan
Jim Brocking
Robert and Shelley Burt
Frank Calamia
Robert Campagna and Sarah Clarke
William and Grazia Carey
Dan and Danielle Carter
Michael and Sandra Castella
Shelley and Edward Chan
Bruce Chilton and Jessica Steiner
Jimmy and Linda Ching
V. E. Clarke
Sheila Cofield
Jeffrey and Andrea Cohen
Sybil F. Cohen
Rufus Collins and Molly Hoagland
Alex Cortez and Melinda Jones
Benjamin and Pamela Cortijo
Lauren B. Cramer
Jun Cui and Mika Saburi
Jonathan Davis
Keith DeMatteis
Kraig and Jennifer DeMatteis
William and Suzanne D’Emic
Miss Jamie DePew
Lauren Dictenberg
Tom and Roseanna DiLillo
Karolyn Donovan
Miss Joanne Doscas
Rhony and Denise Dostaly
Princess A. Downie
Erika and Todd Drezner
Mark and Natalia Dunetz
Stephen Dupont and Kaaren Sorensen
Marguerite Elisofon
Chris Elshaw and Elise Benkard
Lori Erickson
Nelson and Petra Falcon
Kristen and Peter Faust
Dori Fenech
Mr. and Mrs. Al Filosa
Anita Filosa
Sondra Filosa
Francis Fletcher and Jane Fogtman
Steven and Barbara Fogtman
Shari Freifeld
Kenny Funk and Diane Goldin
Matthew Gallagher
Sebastian Galvez
Laura Garcia
Dayna and Sean Gelfand
Ellen and Arthur Giglio
David Goldberg
Melinda Gonzalez
Peter Gootkind and Marni Goltsman
Martin Gottlieb
Joyce and Lenny Graber
Sharie Graham
Christina Grigoli
Jerry Growney
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gutenstein
Jeff Guttenplan and Paula Silverman
Andrew and Maeve Gyenes
Fang Han
Greg and Carol Hanna
Lisa M. Hawthorne
Leslie Hayes and Jana Lee-Hayes
Natasha Hernandez
Eileen Herzog
Leith Hill
Roy and Alma Hill
Erin Hinchey
David and Tracie Hornedo
George and Joan Hornig
Angel Hueca and Nina Ortiz
Yongjin and Jisoo Im
Eve Jacobs
Sally Ann Jacobs and Joel Quall
Matthew and Phyllis Jacobson
Dijana Jovanovic
Matthew and Sarah Kahn
Kim Kaminsky
Jeremy A. Katz and Loren Edelson
Linda Kaufman
Timothy and Patricia Kealey
Karina and Larry Kelloggs
Vernon and Sue Kelso
Kevin and Fanny Khowong
Peter and Moon Kim
Susan Kingsolver
Suzanne Knaster
Diedre Kolens
Jonathan and Susan Koslow
Sally M. Krause
Robin Kuhns
Joe and Nora Lane
Daniel Anthony Langone
Mon Lee and Hongmei Zhao
Luz and William Lee
David Leibman
Andrew and Lizbeth Lenza
Steven Libenson and Elaine Divelbliss
Jeanine Licitra
Carmen and Ivan Lorenzana
Shari Losquadro
Amy Lu
Maria and Robert Maffucci
Charles and Dawn Marullo
Dorothy and Francis Mascialino
Thomas and Christine Mascialino
William and Michelle Massas
Charles and Jennifer Matar
Andy and Mugiko McCutcheon
Luis and Annette Montanez
Angelo and Ida Morelli
Susan and Michael Morelli
Patrick Morris-Suzuki
Michael and Susan Moss
Janice K. Murray
Michael and Cathy Nevins
Stuart and Judith Nevins
Gregory Ng and Mei Chu
Rodney W. Nichols
Nicky Nichtern

INDIVIDUALS continued
Erik and Todd Drezner
Mark and Natalia Dunetz
Stephen Dupont and Kaaren Sorensen
Marguerite Elisofon
Chris Elshaw and Elise Benkard
Lori Erickson
Nelson and Petra Falcon
Kristen and Peter Faust
Dori Fenech
Mr. and Mrs. Al Filosa
Anita Filosa
Sondra Filosa
Francis Fletcher and Jane Fogtman
Steven and Barbara Fogtman
Shari Freifeld
Kenny Funk and Diane Goldin
Matthew Gallagher
Sebastian Galvez
Laura Garcia
Dayna and Sean Gelfand
Ellen and Arthur Giglio
David Goldberg
Melinda Gonzalez
Peter Gootkind and Marni Goltsman
Martin Gottlieb
Joyce and Lenny Graber
Sharie Graham
Christina Grigoli
Jerry Growney
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gutenstein
Jeff Guttenplan and Paula Silverman
Andrew and Maeve Gyenes
Fang Han
Greg and Carol Hanna
Lisa M. Hawthorne
Leslie Hayes and Jana Lee-Hayes
Natasha Hernandez
Eileen Herzog
Leith Hill
Roy and Alma Hill
Erin Hinchey
David and Tracie Hornedo
George and Joan Hornig
Angel Hueca and Nina Ortiz
Yongjin and Jisoo Im
Eve Jacobs
Sally Ann Jacobs and Joel Quall
Matthew and Phyllis Jacobson
Dijana Jovanovic
Matthew and Sarah Kahn
Kim Kaminsky
Jeremy A. Katz and Loren Edelson
Linda Kaufman
Timothy and Patricia Kealey
Karina and Larry Kelloggs
Vernon and Sue Kelso
Kevin and Fanny Khowong
Peter and Moon Kim
Susan Kingsolver
Suzanne Knaster
Diedre Kolens
Jonathan and Susan Koslow
Sally M. Krause
Robin Kuhns
Joe and Nora Lane
Daniel Anthony Langone
Mon Lee and Hongmei Zhao
Luz and William Lee
David Leibman
Andrew and Lizbeth Lenza
Steven Libenson and Elaine Divelbliss
Jeanine Licitra
Carmen and Ivan Lorenzana
Shari Losquadro
Amy Lu
Maria and Robert Maffucci
Charles and Dawn Marullo
Dorothy and Francis Mascialino
Thomas and Christine Mascialino
William and Michelle Massas
Charles and Jennifer Matar
Andy and Mugiko McCutcheon
Luis and Annette Montanez
Angelo and Ida Morelli
Susan and Michael Morelli
Patrick Morris-Suzuki
Michael and Susan Moss
Janice K. Murray
Michael and Cathy Nevins
Stuart and Judith Nevins
Gregory Ng and Mei Chu
Rodney W. Nichols
Nicky Nichtern
INDIVIDUALS continued

Drs. Dan and Robyn Notterman
Denise Oistead
Elizabeth Ortiz
Jennifer Paiderly
Jason and Iris Palmer
Robbin and Karen Park
Fredda Pearlson
Jason Perry
Sineenad Petpinit
Gayle Pincus
Margaret Poggi
Elizabeth Quint and Gilbert Hoover
Stephen Rasch
Marie Rautenberg
Lorna Rawle
Larry Reader and Emily Moss
Joel Rebollo
Mary Lu Reed
Michael Rey and Cat Greenleaf
Maureen and Robert Rieb
Kim Richman and Stacey Cagan
Melinda Rincon
Eulalia Roman
Richard Rosenfeld
Carne and Karmen Ross
Steven Rouhandeh and Lynn Frielinghaus
Astrid and Cristian Sabellarosa
Diana Saliceti
Diego Sanchez and Liliana Marin
Marilyn Sanchez
Fausto and Lillian Santamaria
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Schliessman
William B. Seely and Nicole Dewey
Audley Senior
Vivine Senior
Lori Seto and Kyle Kelso
Sharon Shaked
Susan and Joel Shapiro
Ed Shreenan
Mardochee and Muriel Silin
Jim Slavin
John Snowden and Judith Newman
Ellen Steiner
Quettf Stewart
Christopher and Lori Swift
Ida Tello
Luca and Nadia Tesconi
Jason and Sue Chung Thaxter
The Bailey Family
The Hatjygeorge Familly
Jillian Thomas
Marcia Thompson-Young
Tracey Tiska
Jennifer Urquhart
Marc and Mindy Utay
Beth Vance
Eddie Vega
Rosemary Vega
Mimi Virrilli
Jeffrey Wacksman and Margo Hotston
Rosalind Anne Walrath
Benes and Sharrin Warshavsky
Jim Watkins and Lauren Thierry
Vicki Weinstein
Patricia A. Weisenfeld
Vicki and Russell Wenger
Fred Hamerman and Marissa Wesely
Darrell and Sarah Whitelaw
Ms. Agnes Williams
Lionel and Rosa Williams
Jim and Coco Yang
Denise and Stuart Zwerling

GIFTS IN-KIND

American Symphony Orchestra
Back and Neck Relief Center of Manhattan
Barry’s Boot Camp
Bossy Frog Productions, LLC
Candle 79
Chelsea Piers Management, Inc.
CitiField
Classic Kids Photography
D’Agostino HQ
Deidre Kolens
East Beauty Day Spa
E.A.T. Gifts
Empire State Building Observatory
Eric Javits, Inc.
Estee Lauder
GIFTS IN-KIND continued

Flamenco NYC Dionisia Garcia
Fort Apache Studio
giggle. healthy. happy. baby
Growing Together Communication
    Center, Inc.
Hania by Anya Cole, LLC
Hirschleifers
International Center for Photography
Intrepid Sea, Air and Space Museum
Jacques Levine
JCC of Manhattan
JetBlue
Katherine Wagner Designs
Kickboard USA
Late Show with David Letterman
Laura Zindel Design
Lauren Merkin Productions, LLC
Live Nation
Los Niños Services
Lush Cosmetics
Major League Baseball Players
    Association
Make Meaning
Manhouse Productions
Marchesa
Max Mara
Modern Martial Arts
Mohawk Mountain
Mohegan Tribal Gaming Authority
Natalia Huang Piano Studio
Nets Basketball
New Video
New York City Ballet, Inc.
New York Mets - Group Sales
Parts Authority Auto Parts Superstores
Pavillion Jewelers Ltd.
PI Fitness
PRQuick Help Nonprofit Consulting
    and Coaching
Ready, Set, Play!
Reebok Sports Club/NY
Ripley’s Believe it or Not! Times
    Square
Ritz-Carlton New York, Battery Park
Round River Records
Rustic Music
Showtime Networks
Skyhorse Publishing, Inc.
Smithsonian Folkways Recordings
Sondra Roberts
St. Johns University
SymTrend, Inc.
Syracuse Crunch
The Daily Show
The Fitting Room
The Music Academy for Special
    Learners
The Pop Ups
The Ride
The Wellness Center of NY
Top of the Rock Observation Deck
Toyology
Trump Organization/Wollman Rink
Tusk Ltd.
US Open
US Wellness Meats
Village Playday, LLC
Wildlife Conservation Society
Wolford America, Inc.
YAI/National Institute for People with
    Disabilities Network
Yellow Jacket River Guides
Zagat Survey
Master of Ceremony Cat Greenleaf entertains the guests.

Alumni speaker Aaron Giglio ‘11 shares his experience at LSS.

Board President Linda Gelfond (far left) and Board Vice-President James Snyder (far right) pose with Honorees Marilyn and Jim Simons.
COMMUNITY AND DEVELOPMENT EVENTS

There were several LSS-sponsored events throughout the year to help raise awareness and support of our mission. Thank you to everyone who contributed to making each event a true success.

Texas Hold ’Em Tournament and Fundraiser

Winners of the tournament.

Players at the final table.
Achilles International Hope and Possibility Race and Kick-Off Celebration

Team LSS poses before the race.

LSS dad runs with his son in the Kids Fun Run.

Autism Awareness Day at Citifield

LSS family enjoys the game.

LSS students, staff and parents hang out at Citifield.
Grandparents and Special Friends Day

LSS student introduces grandmother and teacher.

LSS student and grandmother enjoy breakfast.
End of Year Party

PA Co-Chair auctions off class projects.

LSS parents and staff enjoy the evening.
2012–2013
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

President
Linda Gelfond

Vice President
James Snyder

Second Vice President
Richard Willett

Secretary
Tracey Tiska

Treasurer
Marilyn Hawrys Simons

Ann Dowd
Joan Goodman
Matthew Kahn
Sandy Perl binder
Alan Sclar
Marisela Staller
Stuart Zwerling

PRESIDENT’S COUNCIL

Wendy Banner
Robert Campagna
Linda Levine
Maria Maffucci
Debbie Ronn

PARENT ASSOCIATION
CO-CHAIRS

Natasha Hernandez
Sally Ann Jacobs
Greg Ng

CLASSROOM REPRESENTATIVES

Stacey Cagan (Magnolia)
Bill Seely (Maple)
Michael Aitken (Juniper)
Kaaren Sorenson (Sassafras)
Lauren Casagrande (Poplar)
Domika Feliz (Elm)
Michael Moss (Cypress)
Bill D’Emic (Willow)
Christine Mescalino (Oak)
Fanny Khowong (Redwood)
Vicki Wenger (Sequoia)

DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

Sandy Perl binder (Chair)
Gina Barone
Linda Gelfond
Jerry Growney
Sally Ann Jacobs
Malinda Logan
Greg Ng
Karen Park
Margaret Poggi
Carne and Karmen Ross
Alan Sclar
Carmen Tavera
Esme Usdan

SPRING BENEFIT AND
AUCTION COMMITTEES

Sandy Perl binder
(Spring Benefit Chair)
Stacey Cagan
Jason Dictenberg
Lauren Dictenberg
Todd Drezn er
Petra Falcon
Linda Gelfond
Marni Goltsman
Angel Hueca and Nina Ortiz
Andrew and Lizbeth Lenza
Malinda Logan
Carmen Lorenzana
Dawn Marullo
Susana Montes (Auction Chair)
Greg Ng and Mei Chu
Yami Palmer
Margaret Poggi
Susan Raitt
Lori Seto
Carmen Taveras

TEXAS HOLD 'EM COMMITTEE

Alan Sclar (Chair)
Michael Aitken
Andrew and Lizbeth Lenza
Malinda Logan
Mike Moss
Jason Palmer
Carmen Taveras

MAILINGS COMMITTEE

Christine Mascialino (Chair)
Dori Fench
Sean Gelfand
Molly Hoagland
Traci Hornedo
Carmen Lorenzana
Dan Montanez
Cathy Nevins
Sineenad Petpinit
Melinda Rincon
Audley Senior
Vivine Senior
Nadia Tesconi
Denise Zwerling

END OF YEAR
PARTY COMMITTEE

Fanny Khowong (Chair)
Rufus Collins and Molly Hoagland
Malinda Logan
Greg Ng
Margaret Poggi
Carmen Taveras

LIBRARY COMMITTEE

Kristina Bonhorst (Chair)
Michael Aitken
Stacey Cagan
Loren Edelson
Jane Fogtman
Shannon Hocking
Andy and Mugiko McCutcheon
Greg Ng and Mei Chu
Sineenad Petpinit
Mika Saburi
Muriel Silin
Jessica Steiner
Christopher and Lori Swift
Sibel Weber

FIELD DAY COMMITTEE

Carmen Lorenzana (Chair)
Karen Danna
Jeremy Katz
Robin Kuhns
Malinda Logan
Ruby Russell
Lindsey Spada

YEARBOOK COMMITTEE

Kristina Bonhorst (Chair)
Bruce Chilton
Hina Patel

SPEAKER SERIES COMMITTEE

Karmen Ross (Chair)
Ruby Russell
STAFF APPRECIATION COMMITTEE

Kaaren Sorenson (Chair)
Elaine Divelbliss
Petra Falcon
Jane Fogtman
Molly Hoagland
David and Traci Hornedo
Patty Kealy
Andrew Lenza
Carmen Lorenzana
Susana Montes
Karen Park
Vivine Senior
Jessica Steiner
Lionel and Rosa Williams
Denise Zwerling

LSS STAFF

Administration

Graziella Baccarella - Finance Manager
Antonio Benitez - Custodian
Frank Calamia - Security Guard
Richard Diaz - Security Guard
Wing-See Har - Admissions Coordinator
Eileen Herzog - Director of Administration and Finance
Yvette Lee - Office/ Data Manager
Malinda Logan - Director of Development
Neil Martinez - Facilities Manager
William Massas - Supervisor of Evening Operations
Margaret Poggi - Head of School
Anne Ryan-Negron - Nurse
Carmen Taveras - Development Coordinator

Faculty

Dawn Baird - School Psychologist
Rosalia Barberi - Assistant Teacher
Brooke Bartlett - Assistant Teacher
Coranna Brokaw - Assistant Teacher
Melissa Chan - Senior Occupational Therapist
Austen Cortese - Assistant Teacher
Kristen Cortese - Head Teacher
Karen Danna - Social Programs Coordinator
Amy Delynn - Assistant Teacher
Joseph Epstein - Head Teacher
Simone Eudovic - Physical Therapist
Bambi Everson - Assistant Teacher
Tara Feinberg - Speech Language Pathologist
Danielle Ferrante - Social Skills Director
Barbara Finnegan - Head Teacher
Kristin Fitzgibbons - Assistant Teacher
Laura Garcia - Speech Language Pathologist
Jerry Growney - Clinical Director
Lindsay Handman - Head Teacher
Neil Horton - Head Teacher
Gabriella Iapelli - Assistant Teacher
Morgan Jacobs - Head Teacher
Elizabeth Kelly - Head Teacher
Robin Kuhns - Adaptive Physical Education Teacher
Valorie Levine - Assistant Teacher
Kelly Lindine - Assistant Teacher
Ana Machuca - Senior Speech Language Pathologist
Melody Malave - Head Teacher
Christina Martens - Academic Curriculum Coordinator
Damaris Martinez - Assistant Teacher
The Annual Report reflects contributions received by LearningSpring School between July 1, 2012 and June 30, 2013. Every effort has been made to include all gifts contributed during this period. If there is an error or omission, please accept our sincerest apologies and notify the Development Office at 212-239-4926.
When the solar panels on the car are put under a light source (e.g., sunlight or lamp) the energy from the light will charge the panels and deliver energy to the motor, causing the car to move.

VOCABULARY
Solar Energy: The use of or operation by energy generated from the sun.

When the car is removed from the light source, the motor stops running.

I found this all out with the help of my team members.

Charge the solar panel by placing it under bright sun or under artificial light source for 1 hour. Then remove it and watch it run for 1 minute.

HYPOTHESIS
Solar energy is used as a harmless energy.

Solar energy is used as an energy source.

Solar energy is a renewable energy.

CONCLUSION